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STEM Integration: SIMOC in the Science Classroom
 I have collaborated with the SIMOC team as well as the Computer Science
Capstone Team at University of Arizona. This is an ongoing partnership started in
2020 that allows students to be citizen scientists through the use of the SIMOC
Mars habitat simulator. My work with SIMOC in the classroom has resulted in my
co-authoring of a paper presented at the 50th International Conference on
Environmental Systems as well as presenting at a national webinar hosted by
ELCA Schools Connect. 

https://ttu-ir.tdl.org/handle/2346/87231


STEM Integration: SIMOC in the ELA Classroom
We used guided inquiry to research Mars, run simulations in SIMOC, used the
data from the simulations as the basis for narratives set on Mars, built a mini-
Mars habitat in our classroom, and used Adafruit sensors/SIMOC to run
experiments to test the levels of CO2 in the enclosed space vs the classroom.
Students were able to make meaningful connections between science and ELA
as they engaged in research, narrative writing, and  scientific writing.



Project-Based Learning: The Monsters of Middle School
I designed an authentic PBL where students used their knowledge of the hero's
journey and applied it to an SEL product they created to help middle school
students defeat the "monsters" of middle school. We tracked our progress on
this project wall as students conducted research, developed a project
management plan, consulted subject matter experts, and created their
products. Products included videos, puzzle boxes, animations, and apps. We
distributed our products and asked the clients (middle school students) to
rate them.



STEM Integration/PBL: Dancing With The Robots
I was honored to be a part of the "Dancing With The Robots" PBL, designed by
Ysheena Lyles, where several teachers in digital technology, art, engineering,
dance, music technology, and ELA collaborated to offer students an incredibly
engaging experience based on the TV show, Dancing With The Stars. My role
was to guide students as they composed backstories for the robot contestants. 



PBL: How can we be agents of positive change in the food system?
For this project, I collaborated with the UGA Grow It Know It program and
the Skype A Scientist program to design a PBL experience where students
learned about the world's food system, consulted with subject matter
experts, identified problems, and proposed solutions. This PBL was
conducted along with the reading of the novel, The Bitter Side of Sweet.



Instructional Conversations/Joint Productive Activity: House Gods/Goddesses
For this activity, I designed a Joint Productive Activity (JPA) which helped
students to become familiar with the JPA format and help them connect their
learning to their Crew's house god or goddess. Grouping for this activity was
based on students' Crew assignments.



STEM and Arts Integration/PBL: Feral Cat Shelters in Honors Physical Science
To kick off this PBL, students engaged in arts integration as they learned about
artists who love cats from the Arts Now consultant, Shannon. Students created
their own artists' inspired cat watercolors. Then, we videoconferenced with
Susan from Leftover Pets. She educated students on the feral cat problem in our
county and offered suggestions and resources for building feral cat shelters.
Students then applied their knowledge of specific heat capacity and heat
transfer from science class as they researched, planned, proposed, and
ultimately built their designs for feral cat shelters. We donated our feral cat
shelters to Leftover Pets to be used in our community.



Multigenre Project: Censorship
The culminating project for our Fahrenheit 451 unit was a multi-genre project
centered around the topic of censorship. Students built websites to showcase their
projects, which included a preface, repetend, argumentative essay, and  3 more
original pieces in the genres the students chose.



Arts Integration: Irish Step Dancing in Science
To stimulate interest in the appearance of Ah, Surely! at the Innovation
Amphitheater, I incorporated Irish Step Dancing in our science lessons.
Students learned about Irish Step Dancing and choreographed a dance using
Irish Step Dancing to demonstrate understanding of the changing states of
matter (8th science) and chemical bonding (Honors Physical Science).



Instructional Conversations/JPA: Why did wind turbines freeze in Texas
when they don't in the Arctic?
Students worked on conversational goals as they  investigated the problem
of wind turbines freezing in Texas. 



Arts Integration: Jill Pelto and Life Science
In a collaboration with Shannon from Arts Now, we studied the work of Jill
Pelto, an artist and scientist who uses art to showcase climate data. Students
analyzed different environmental graphs and chose one to portray in their art.



Hyperdocs and Multimedia Text Sets
I have developed several Hyperdocs and Multimedia Text Sets (MMTS) for
students to engage in guided inquiry for deeper learning and collaboration.

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Wv4QroRVMQqwCnJNA3Ag_7akvnVQL1_qndhX69jn_cI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/drawings/d/1IF-r6wabeYEqLXMGlwcfnlwPs_68cJyEZmpXzYpbHuA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1yE3sTxwP32JdEi5KdovRbawxepvB_CcaVEhydQU-Dx4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1yE3sTxwP32JdEi5KdovRbawxepvB_CcaVEhydQU-Dx4/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/16VvvFW5Wocj0d2t9Dqc0LbD0owZFYioO6nnSpKApbTU/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1nuin9DAeThcHG64E2vwJkKFgd99WUK8BvgQdgVnTg-0/edit?usp=sharing


STEM/Arts Integration/PBL Collaboration in Science and Math: Minimalism
In a partnership with Arts Now consultants, my colleague, McKendree Ramsell,
and I designed a year-long minimalism theme in our classrooms which
allowed students to make meaningful connections between their academic
content and the arts. We began with an introduction to minimalism with the
Arts Now consultants and extended that theme within our classrooms as
students applied their learning to a tiny house project. Students studied The
Minimalism Movement through painting, Theater of the Absurd, and dance. In
science class, we embodied the minimalism theme within each unit,
culminating in our tiny house project where students built scale models of
their minimalist designs. In addition to this, they created commercials to sell
products such as solar ovens and compost toilets. 


